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Editorial:
This issue is a little late, I’ve been on holiday for a couple of weeks and although I
put a fair bit of the epistle together before I went away, I only came home on the
30th so it’s been a bit hectic since then.
We have the three days of the championships at the end of the month to look
forward to and I should be getting things ready. The array of competitions over the
three days is listed on our website www.sam1066.org.
One competition worthy of mention is the ‘Top Time Trophy’, which was introduced
by Dick Twomey. The award is for the flyer who records the longest flight time for
any competition flight (Tomboy excepted). All competition flyers should have all
their flights timed to the ground or OOS and this time must be recorded on the
flight card irrespective of the maximum for the class. The winner could well be a
competitor who has a flyaway due D/T failure on one of his flights.
DON’T FORGET TO COME TO WALLOP WITH YOUR BMFA MEMBERSHIP CARD
WHICH MUST BE SHOWN ON ENTRY TO THE FIELD.
The vice chairman of SAM35, Andy Brough, has been working with the BMFA Free
Flight Technical committee to produce guide lines for Radio Assisted Free-flight
and his observations and the guidelines appear elsewhere in this issue.
Santoni Curzio from Rome informs us that an Italian ‘Tomboy’ postal competition is
being run, for the longest flight by IC or electric Tomboys.
The results should sent, by e-mail, to him at cusanton@tin.it or to his friend and coeditor Gianfranco Lusso at gfl@orange.fr by June, 15th 2012.
The prize for the winner, for this year to, will be a OSMF 36” short kit of
Tomboy (IC or Electric version).
Santoni wishes you good luck and hopes that you will send pictures of your
Tomboy with your results.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
FOR SAM CHAMPS 2011
Please be aware that a military vehicle
display/event has been arranged at Middle
Wallop for Saturday and Sunday and will affect
access to both the airfield and campsite on
Saturday.
We are informed that access to the airfield (and
campsite) on Saturday will be via the airfield
crash gate on the main road (by the windsock),
with campers accessing the campsite via the
Museum gate (our normal entry point) in the
reverse direction.
We are also informed that some of these
military vehicle occupants will also be camping!!
We are aware that this is not very satisfactory
and your committee is working to clarify the
situation.
IF more information is available by early next
week it will be posted on the website and an
email sent to SAM 1066 members.
Mike Parker
Secretary
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Arne Ellila’s 1949 Wakefield Winner

-

Martyn Cowley

In reply to Gary Hinze’s 100 year Anniversary of Wakefield Cup initiative
requesting historic input, I have rediscovered some pictures, quite probably
“never-before-published”, shared with me by the late Ron Moulton in 1978. At
the time, Ron was preparing an article for AeroModeller on the 50th Anniversary
of the “new” Wakefield Cup event. These pictures show Arne Ellila’s 1949
Wakefield Cup winning model after the event. Built a decade earlier in 1939, the
model was flown to victory in the very windy conditions, which prevailed at
Cranfield, England that year (as recalled recently in NC 0810, page 18).

Dimensions shown on the plan (AeroModeller Annual 1949, page 159) are evidently
wrong, as at first glance this appears to be an 8 foot span monster. However, if
the 2 (ft) shown is really equal to 12 inches, this would indicate 44 inch wing span
and 16 inch diameter propeller, which seems about right (although likely designed
in metric units).
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Born in Helsinki and retired from the Finnish Air Force, Arne Ellila was in his
early 20’s when he became Wakefield Champion in 1949 and he was also an
accomplished glider flyer. His model was described at the time as being …

”a straightforward slabsider, with parallel chord wings, large central fin and
small end-plates to the tailplane, the undercarriage being wire-strutted. The
only unorthodox feature was the rear-mounted twin return-gears, which provided
a very long and sustained motor run from the twin skeins of rubber”.
Details depicted include the removable tail section revealing the very compact
twin return-gear mechanism.
Quite likely the model’s vintage and the tail installation would have precluded use
of a tip-up tail DT mechanism. Hence to become Champion, Arne had to be both
good enough to win and lucky enough not to loose the model in the process ! As
the model was over 10 years old and thus, it was reported, built when he was only
13 years old, it was said that Arne know the model inside-out and knew the trim
for any weather condition ! As proved to be the case.

Arne Ellila, with his 1949 winning model, quite probably on the day of the awards
banquet. Note translucent fuselage covering (possibly silk?) and twin motors
visible draped inside, with free-wheeling propeller and shallow dihedral.
The tail and fin was one assembly, which affixed to the rear of the fuselage.
Note diagonal fuselage bracing at rear.

View from the rear with the tail and fin assembly removed, twin motors again
visible. Note small cross section and neat gear assembly.
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Gear Detail: Close-up detail of gear mechanism. Note keys top and bottom to
help accurately locate tail assembly. 10 year-old model appears to be in good
condition.
A rather poor quality but historic image, shows a
relaxed and smiling Arne with the Wakefield Cup
after the award ceremony at the ensuing Banquet
(I understand that food Rationing was still in
effect in Britain at the time, so perhaps the menu
was rather sparse that year?). I have since had
the pleasure of drinking Champers from that very
same vessel in 1987, in the tradition of celebrating
the new Wakefield Champion, when Bob White won
the Cup in France ! And indeed the last time balsa wood was employed in a
winning model, as the primary material in construction.

Leaders Group: The leaders assemble, presumably immediately after the 3rd and
last flight. Warren Fletcher and Joseph Boyle of the USA had been 1st and 2nd
after the second flight, and yet only Arne is shown holding his model.
Nobody is smiling, so perhaps the group was awaiting announcement of the
official results.
Left to Right: 2nd Edgardo Sadorin Italy holding winder;
8th Arne Blomgren Sweden; 6th Borje Borgesson Sweden (plans still available
from Mike Woodhouse www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk);
1st Arne Ellila Finland; 5th Frank Loates Canada; 3rd Warren Fletcher USA; 10th
Ron Warring Great Britain; 4th Edward Naudzius USA.

Martyn Cowley
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Indoor Nationals 2011

-

John Andrews

Panoramic view of the complete Boulby potash mine site
The Nationals took place over the weekend
June 19/20th in the sports hall, converted from
a salt store by the look of it. After last years
late September meeting, when high winds and
extreme cold spoilt the meeting, the Indoor
Technical Committee (ITC) wisely brought the
meeting forward into June resulting in a
pleasant weekend of good indoor flying.
I don’t claim to be a good indoor flyer in the really lightweight classes but I can
build down to 3gm or so for ‘Penny Planes’ and ‘Gyminnie Crickets’ so these were
my competition classes together with a hurriedly built ‘Legal Eagle’ for the ITC’s
2011 promotion. I do have some special indoor balsa cut by Derek Richards but as
yet I have not dared to show it a razor blade.
On the left we see yours truly keeping a watchfull eye on my
‘Gyminnie Cricket’ circling about halfway up towards the
ceiling which is about 50 foot of clear space with a further
danger zone of an extra 15 feet above the bracing wires. If
models do stray above the wires there is only about a fifty
fifty chance of getting down as the central gathering of the
bracing wires is a certain death zone. I believe we left three
models up there and at least three others were knocked to
pieces on recovery. Altitude control is a top priority when
flying at Boulby.
I was defending my 2010 win in ‘Gyminnie Cricket’ and things
were looking good as my first flight was a few seconds shy
of 6mins. Unfortunately things did not improve as I failed to
match
that
first
flight
due to wall
interventions, overflying the pit
zone and a collision with the wires
of death which resulted in a
terminal velocity dive. I did
however manage to finish in
second place and stepped up for
my Silver Award at days end.
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My ‘Penny Plane’ performance was without merit, I had not got round to building
another since last year so I was flying a repaired over weight model which was
never going to be competative, but at least I flew to make up the numbers.
My ‘Legal Eagle’ performance pleased me as I had built the model in a hurry a
couple of weeks before the off, building the model had not been without drama
as I had screwed up my first attempt. I’m a bit bumble fisted when handling light
1/16th square and as I put my first effort together I cracked a few bits, then
decided the design was going to be too heavy, so I clapped hands with the
fuselage in between and started again. I had the chance to test fly at Brownhills
the weekend before and trimming and takeoffs saw much prop damage. I had
anticipated the problem and carried extra blades to Brownhills so the model was
something like trimmed. To forstall any like problems at the Nats I made a couple
of yogurt pot blades as standbyes and sure enough Murphy’s law prevailed and no
problems with the prop were experienced at Boulby.

‘First Trial’ my Legal Eagle
At Boulby ‘First Trial’ needed a bit more trimming as it had no cruise but just
flew down as the motor ran down. I had made the tailplane incidence adjustable
by only sticking the L/E and having a pin and tube for rear end adjustments. I
decreased the tail incidence and put in a little downthrust and got the trim near
enough to make three flights. I only got my times up to just over the 1-30 mark
but managed third spot in the comp. There was no great merit in 3rd place as only
three people returned times. But I was pleased to have flown.
I’ll finish this epistle with a few random pictures.

A general view of the much cluttered Pit Area
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Component parts of a 35cm model awaiting assembly

John Shaw’s F1D model

John’s motor winding jig, winder, counter and torque meter
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Clive King fits his F1D 1/3 rd motor before releasing the model over the pits barrier wall

Mark Benns readies a model for flight

A 35cm model circles overhead sillouetted against the domed wooden structure
of the roof. On the left of the picture you can just about make out the bracing
bars and wires of the centre roof supports. A significant hazard if you got too
enthusiastic with you rubber motor selection, like I did last year. A few living
room stick models used this upper area and most managed to get away with it
including one Cat II ceiling British Record flight of 7-28 by R.O’Neill.

John Andrews
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Fevair

Model Aircraft October 1960

Geof Lefever

Noted contest flyer GEOF LEFEVER here pre sent s a most attractive and vice-less
Wakefield design. His comprehensive notes will enable you to duplicate this really
successful model
THIS model is the result of logical development of a line of Wakefields.
First started when the amount of rubber used was in the region of 50
per cent, of the total weight, they have been modified and
redesigned as made necessary by subsequent reductions in the
amount of rubber that could be used. The Oltair (M.A. Plan 258) was
designed to accommodate 80 gm. (2.8 oz.) of rubber, and was
flown in the 1956 Wakefield Cup contest. Fevair retained many of the
features incorporated in Ottair, but modifications were made to take
advantage of the new rubber weight reduction to 50 gm. (1.75 oz.).
The result was a much cleaner design with detail refinements which
resulted in a performance comparing very favourably with the 80 gm.
Motor Wakefield.
The average evening performance of Ottair was in the region of 3.30
– 4.00 min., whereas the performance of Fevair is between 3.15 and
3.30 min.
Modellers who cannot afford to spend several seasons developing a design, may well find Fevair a good basis for
further development. The design is completely free from vices and will prove to be a most simple model to
trim for contest performance, providing the following points are religiously adhered to.
The rigging angles should be carefully checked, and with the e.g. in the position shown, no more
than 1/32 in. packing under the L.E. or T.E. of the tailplane will be required for final trim.
The tailplane mount is fixed so that the tailplane is not horizontal. The starboard tip being raised to give
right turn. This gives right hand turn proportional to the lift generated by the tailplane, and is far less
sensitive to changes in flight speed between power and glide, than rudder turn. A small amount of trim tab
turn will be needed, but this should be used sparingly. The tailplane and fin should be free from warps but
the warps which are built into the wing are most important. A small amount of washout, (approximately 1/8th”
of packing under the T.E.), should be built into both wingtips. The port wing inner panel should be flat,
while the starboard wing inner panel (i.e. the inside wing when the model is turning to the right on climb
and glide), should be given 3/16th in. washin. The model cannot be trimmed properly without these warps.
A schedule of weights of the component parts of the model is given on the plan. These should be followed
fairly closely as a wing or tailplane which is much lighter than tabled will not be strong enough. On the
other hand a propeller assembly which varies much from the given weight will affect the
rigging angles and alter the trim. The model should certainly not be overweight or the performance will be
seriously affected. The contest performance can only be achieved with first class rubber motors. Each
batch of rubber varies in quality and must therefore be tested before being made up into motors for
contest work. Also each batch varies in density and cross sectional area, therefore, motors can only be
made up by weight. Allowing 2 or 3 gms. for lubricant, the skein is cut up into lengths weighing about
47gms. each. When these lengths are made up into 12-strand motors, the length will be in the region
of 26 in. It is a sound practice to keep each motor in a small labelled polythene bag. A note of the date, batch,
number of times used and number of turns applied can be noted on the label and
the motor is always returned to the same bag after use. Motors last much longer this way and, of course, it is
invaluable for contest work to be able to see the history of each motor at a glance. With the exception of
the quality of the rubber, the final performance of the model will depend on the efficiency of the propeller
more than on any other single factor. Care should be taken to ensure that the pitch is correct and the
blades well balanced. It will be found that an extra coat of dope on one blade will usually provide the final
balance. The blades should be quite thin and very light. Because of this it is advisable to remove the
propeller assembly before winding the motor, thus avoiding any risk of damage to the blades.
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Many rubber powered models have their appearance, and also no doubt their performance, spoilt by having
folding propellers whose blades do not fold neatly along the sides of the fuselage.
The easiest way to ensure a neat fold is as follows: when the propeller assembly is almost completed, but
before the brass bushes are cemented into the blades, assemble the unit and fix the nose-block into place on
the fuselage. Hold the blades in the folded position against the sides of the fuselage with thin bands. The
bushes can now be cemented, making sure that the pitch is not affected, this way the blades will always fold
perfectly. Remember to oil the main shaft and the ball race before each outing. It makes a lot of difference to
smooth running.

The building of Fevair is quite simple and will present no problem to a fairly experienced modeller. The notes
on the plan providing sufficient building instructions. There really is no substitute for Japanese tissue for this
type of model, and it is obtainable if you really try. Two coats of glider dope will be sufficient for the wing,
tailplane and fin. I have found that heavyweight Modelspan is ideal for the fuselage. It is tough enough
to strengthen the thin sheet and if black is used, will not show marks made by hands that have just
handled lubricated motors. Some will say that black is not a good colour as it gets very hot in the sun.
This is true, but a motor should not be left in a model that is left in the sun, and in any case, strong
sunshine does not do the model much good. This objection apart, black is a most practical colour and
excellent for visibility. The propeller blades should be covered with Jap tissue and after several coats of
dope may be polished with metal polish.
Provided that the rigging angles, warps and weights are followed carefully trimming will present no
problems. It is not a good idea to hand-wind the motor by the propeller as it is not designed for this
kind of treatment. One hundred turns should result in a safe, slow, right-hand climb with the propeller
folding at the top and not on the way down. With the stop adjusted to retain about 40 turns on the
motor, this should be the flight pattern. Increase the turns slowly and when the model is getting quite
high the glide can be "ironed out." Initial trimming should be carried out in the calm evening or morning
air. Do not trim the glide too near to a stall in calm conditions or a stall will develop when flying in a wind.
Maximum turns are in the region of 600, but should be approached very carefully. Not every batch of
rubber will give a maximum as high as this, and for normal non-contest flying a maximum of 500 will
result in motors lasting much longer. The motor run with 600 turns will be in the region of 50 sees,
giving an average late evening performance around 3:20.
A fuse dethermaliser has always been used on Fevair but I would suggest that a Tatone d.t. timer could
well be fitted on the wing mount in place of some ballast. This will take much of the drudgery out of
contest flying and the added accuracy could well mean the difference between winning or losing a contest.

Geof Lefever
Editors note: This model could make a superb BMFA 50gm competitor.
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Gadget Worsley Strikes Again

-

John Worsley

Tissue Trimmer:
I like to seal fuselage tissue covering by folding it over top and bottom by the same
width as the longerons. To do that accurately I came up with the tool shown below.
The drawing shows the full-size components, which may be used as templates. The
blade holder should be glued to the top component. The components are joined by
No.4 CSK brass screws. The one shown is for a right-handed person. Gluing the
blade holder on the other side of the top component will make a left-handed
version. The blade shown is a No 22A but any blade with a curved cutting edge can
be used.
When in use it is essential to keep the part of the tissue being trimmed in contact
with a flat surface and the side of the trimmer in contact with the fuselage. I find
it produces a very neat finish and effectively seals the covering so there is no
tendency for it to peel.
I also found recently that Mylar could be stuck on effectively with Pritt Stick!
It is easier to use than thinned Evostick or Balsaloc.
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Trailing Edge Tool:
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Power Model Stooge:

A modeller friend asked me if I would make him a stooge to hold his power models,
as he was becoming wary of holding them while tuning the engine, so I designed and
made him the one shown below. It is easy to make and holds the model firmly in
place while starting and tuning the engine. Much safer than holding the model in
ones hand!

If anyone wants details of construction contact me on jandiworsley@o2.co.uk

John Worsley
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St Alban’s Open Glider

-

By Richard Henderson

In the late fifties a consortium of the club's leading competition members, B.Cox,
J.Simeons, I.Crawshaw, D.Tipper and G.Fuller designed an 84inch span open glider
called the "Number 96a".The model was successfully developed through eight
prototypes and aluminium templates were manufactured at the local aircraft
factory to simplify construction for club members. The name of course, came from
the club's address, 96a Victoria Street.

Competition wise the model was very successful over a number of years.
1st place at South Midland Area Rally for three years,
and for the 1959 and 1960 "Model Engineer" Cup,
2nd place at the 1959 Devon Rally and Croydon Slope Soaring Rally,
and 3rd place at the 1959 Surbiton Gala.
Plans of the glider were sold to the "Aero Modeller" for ten guineas
and published in February 1962.
(Extract from)
("St Albans Model Aero Club. A History Of The Club 1910 - 2000" Page:23)

Richard Henderson
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Picture Gallery

Spencer Willis’s Thermaleer

Geoff Kent and his Shorty glider

Trevor Grey chats to Chris Strachan taking it easy with his ‘Zero’ in his lap
Pictures from Spencer Willis
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A Montage of Timperley Model Flyers with their Wakefields
Left to right, top to bottom
John Wingate and ‘Itsme’
Chris Hawk and ‘Gypsy’

Ron Brownson and ‘Northern Arrow’
Dennis Bean and ’36 Copland’

Pictures from Gerry Ferrer
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Your Editor on the Hong Kong model clubs flying field at Sha Tin in 1956
Myself with Vincent Wong’s S/C Radio model, Vincent right was model shop owner
The flying field was a couple of stops up the railway Kowloon side after passing
through the mountain. We used to sit in the rear coach looking out of the rear
and watch the entrance to the tunnel slowly disappear due to the rise of the
railway track in the tunnel centre. An eerie feeling.

Vincent’s model shop ‘Radar Co Ltd’ at 2 Observatory Road, Kowloon
He advertised in the Aeromodeller.
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The Vic Smeed ‘Popsy’. Brushless electric and radio at the moment. Although it is trimmed for
free flight when I put a timer on it. It flies a lot better than my Tomboy.

Buckeridge Lightweight, found by a farmer 16 miles from its launch point (Salisbury Plain).
I forgot to set the D/T of course. It landed the other side of Longleat. I reckon it must have flown
1hr 20mins. Its a shame it was not the fly off.

Jim Paton
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Barkston Heath BMFA 6th Area

-

John Andrews

Sunday July 10th Barkston Heath airfield for the BMFA 6th Area meeting. I took
with me my ‘Pinochio’ and my repaired ‘Hep-Cat’ to fly in mini vintage. The ever
present Walt Hodkinson was on the gate to lift the barrier and I was soon set up
alongside Mike Turner and raring to go. The metcheck forecast had been good
with light winds and I was surprised not to see more competitors, I knew my
Timperley club-mates were intending to compete at Church Fenton so that
accounted for a few absentees.
I put the ‘Pinochio’ together and had a short test flight which stalled and
wallowed about. A significant warp had developed on the L/H wig tip but as there
was no way to straighten it I just packed the tail plane to get rid of the stall and
had another test flight with over half turns on. The model climbed away well, still
with a dutch roll wallow but picked up a boomer and was soon way up and fading
fast. I had not got my binoculars with me but I did manage to keep the model in
sight until it D/T’d then I lost sight of it about halfway down. I took a line on it
and thinking that the model would probably on the edge of the field, I went
round in the car to search. I was right, the model was still on field and I was only
about 100yds off line and soon was back at base with the ‘Pinochio’.
Flushed with success I rushed off and entered then, with Walter Hodkinson on
the watch, I wound for my first comp flight. The air felt warm when I cast the
‘Pinochio’ skyward but it was not my day. The wind had veered and my model went
off over the control tower heading for the hanger, there was no lift over there
and I was down in little over 1-30. No longer being in the running I re-trimmed
my repaired ‘Hep-Cat’ and completed my flights with that. I did find good air on
my final flight so my total was not too bad and may get a few Plugge Cup points
for Timperley.

Mike Turner launching Keith Horry’s Wakefield ‘Horry’
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Mike Turner was trimming the late Keith Horry’s own wakefield with the object
of competing with it at the August Championships at Wallop. The model had not
been flown for some years and Mike had no information as to rubber required
etc. so he was starting from scratch. His cause was not helped by the fact that
the model came complete with two fins for him to choose from. By mid afternoon
Mike seemed to have the ‘Horry’ performing respectably, should be ready for
Wallop.

I hung around for the fly-offs and snapped Frank Rushby and Pete Watson
setting up what appear to be ‘Top Banana’s’ for the mini vintage fly-off.
Both were powered by Cox .049’s with diesel cylinder heads fitted. Pete confided
in me that he had had trimming difficulties all day and his only working solution
was fitting the prop on back to front.

John Andrews

Letters to the Editor
Hello John,
I have been reading past issues of Clarion and Sam Speaks. There has been a lot of
discussion there (and in other sources) about keeping the model off prohibited
areas around flying venues, and also how to keep models within the boundaries of
the field in fly-offs. The fly-off solutions all seem very unsatisfactory. The most
popular seems to be timed DT. Recently, my local club has had complaints of
overflying an adjacent caravan site. I think radio DT is now a major advance towards
improving these situations. Last year I fitted an "Aeris" radio DT to the 50g rubber
model I built. It works a treat and simplifies trimming and avoiding bad landings
(crashes). However, it now languishes in its box until it is officially allowed at area
centralised meetings. I am off to Old Warden at the week-end. This is an ideal
situation for radio DT. It is a very confined free flight area and there has been
serious hassle with the neighbouring farms. The system is very light. Of course it is
not cheap, but buying a replacement Mills is now in the £100 region on eBay. Last
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year I made a return trip to collect my model found by a local farmer. It cost me
about £50 in fuel. I have no doubt purists won't be keen, but it is a whole world
better than Radio Assist, as the flight is still "free". Fly-offs could be timed and
restricted to landing in the field or some other specified area. I think its use in the
future is inevitable.

Regards
Jim Paton
Hi John
I seldom respond to these sort of things but wanted to indicate my support to your
comments in the latest newsletter. (July editorial)
I fly both vintage and sport models R/C and F/F.
I am a sport only. Poor health has made me decide that I can no longer do F/F but I
can continue to fly vintage models in a free-flight style.
It is inevitable that R/C will dominate our hobby.
I think this spirit is best embraced in the "sticks and tissue" newsletter.
The new technology is fantastic and would have been used if available in the 40's.

Kind regards
Steve Edwards

Radio Assisted Free-flight

-

Andy Brough

Finished guidelines jointly produced by the BMFA and Sam 35 have been issued.
I think it is self explanatory and much needed to allow the use of modern
technology to especially help those who are no longer able or have limited mobility,
to enjoy the basic attributes of free flight, that of trimming a model to fly itself.
In this case of course, control is available but should be limited to easier retrieval,
the avoidance of flyways or prevention of flying out of the site. It is certainly not a
green light to fly a radio model from a free flight flight line. Operated sensitively
this should encourage many modellers to keep flying and even bring in new modellers
who have never flown a self trimmed model.
Radio Assisted Free Flight is a form of flying which is very suitable for those still
interested in free flight, but who have limited mobility or indeed wish to take up
free flight but are not physically able to retrieve.
The arrival of both 2.4GHz radio and micro equipment at very reasonable prices has
provided the possibilities to add radio to any type of model and for it to be flown
without the need for traditional flight line control. Vintage enthusiasts were quick
to see the opportunity to fit the equipment to free flight models to allow them to
be flown on smaller sites and to avoid the long walk to retrieve. The vintage
community tend to be at the older end of the general modelling population so this
feature is very attractive.
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Indeed I’m sure many club sites have a number of such models on their patch flying
in circuits along with the ‘proper’ radio models. However, as vintage modellers like to
gather at free flight meetings issues then arise as to what can and can’t be done.
Clearly, just turning up and flying a radio model in the midst of a group of free
flight modellers is not acceptable!
Therefore Sam 35 and the BMFA have come up with a set of guidelines applicable
for this type of model flying. The normal guidelines for radio flying are not
applicable for two main reasons; you must not fly circuits in front of the flight line
and the fact that models drift downwind means modellers will cross the flight line.
The guidelines address these issues along with the amount of control allowed and
organisation.
BMFA Radio Assisted Free Flight Guidelines
1. Models must be free flight models in original design and concept with radio fitted solely to assist in trimming
and recovery. Models must be operated in a ‘free flight’ manner with a clear climb to height followed by a glide
phase.
2. Radio assist is limited to rudder plus one other function (which must be either elevator or throttle). Additional
channels may be used, but only as a motor cut off and/or to activate a dethermaliser.
3. Only legal 2.4GHz radio equipment to be used.
4. Only fly on sites that are clear with adequate open space in compliance with any local rules or conditions
and with due consideration for other people and property.
5. When radio assisted free flight is taking place on a multi use site, it is important that one person is
nominated to co-ordinate the activity and liaise with other site users.
Note: where a group of flyers wish to fly assisted free flight one would expect their
flight line to be adjacent to the free flight line, a precedent set by the FAIR rocket
flyers who also fly assisted rocket launched gliders.

Andy Brough

Model Shop within Solent Sky Museum

-

Roger Newman

When I took a load of plans for scanning to Derick Scott earlier this year, for
whatever reason the talk got around to Museums and related topics. Anyway, to cut
a long story short, as well as having an extensive collection of Frog plans, Derick
also has many other bits & pieces – amongst which was a full size image of an old
Frog model shop promotional banner. He kindly printed a couple of copies after
listening to me carrying on about the Model Shop display housed in the Solent Sky
Museum at Southampton, as I guessed it would be of interest to the guys who have
put that display together.
You may recall at the back end of last year, a visit was made to Pam Urquart
(daughter of H J Towner) & she very kindly gave me one of H J Towner’s models – a
Macchi M33. The full size version raced in the Schneider Trophy races in the
1920’s. I got in touch with the Museum in the Spring & by coincidence this year is
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the 80th anniversary of when this country won the trophy outright with the
Supermarine S6B – a full size original of which now resides in the Solent Sky
museum. They were delighted to have the model & Pam was very pleased that it had
found a good home. So on the back of that visit, another contact was made & a
further visit arranged to donate the Frog banners.

Dennis Underwood & I finally made it last week & before meeting with David
Carpenter, who has been the driving force behind the Model Shop display, we had a
quick look round as Dennis had never been to the museum. Just inside the entrance
is a small display featuring the M33 model & a later Macchi M39 model, as a
precursor to a larger display that will be touring the local area later this year to
celebrate the 80th anniversary event.

David then arrived & we spent the next hour in his company whilst he explained the
origins of the model shop & its contents – quite fascinating. It all started due to the
presence of Wilmot Mansour in Totton (part of Southampton), who of course were
the creators of the Jetex range of products. David had collected quite a bit of
Jetex & Frog related aeromodelling plans, kits, models & engines. On researching
further, he found that Mike Ingram & Peter Cock (both of whom were employed by
Wilmot Mansour) still lived in Southampton. Both also possessed Jetex related
modelling goods – from plans to complete kits & generously donated them to David.
A display was initially set up for the annual Netley Marsh Steam Fair, which then
evolved into a larger display within the Museum. As the Museum expanded & moved
into a newer building, space was found to construct a replica model shop front. David
proceeded to fill it with models & kits arranged as a model shop should be! Not
content with that, he managed to contact Bert Judge, who worked for Wilmot
Mansour before moving to Frog & Bert very kindly donated more Frog related
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products to add to David’s own quite large collection. So now we have a splendid
example of nostalgia which certainly gets a lot of attention from visitors to the
Museum & gives a lot of pleasure to those who have contributed to the whole
project.
As a foot note, for a mere £220 or so, you can purchase an ARTF Kyosho M33 kit
for RC – see photo. Looks good but not my cup of tea!

If any of you are in the Southampton area with a few hours to spare, I recommend a
visit to the Museum as it encompasses a very good display of full size aircraft as
well as many models and a great deal of information about aviation in Hampshire,
including – of course – much about the Spitfire. Look at www.spitfireonline.co.uk for
details. Southampton City Council has recently unveiled plans for a £8m museum
celebrating Southampton's maritime and aviation history. The Aeronautica
attraction, based at the docks, would house historic aircraft and ships linked to the
city. It would eventually replace the current Solent Sky Museum & (quote) could
open by 2015! I have my doubts but if it goes ahead, there will have to be a massive
effort to move all the exhibits & archives currently contained within the Solent Sky
premises.
Roger Newman

Tailless Results & 8oz Standings

-

Spencer Willis

Tailless
The entries are down this year. Five out of the six comps were blow outs.
This prevented three new tailless recruits from risking their new models in
the horrible conditions.
At the last event to count we had a draw for first place between Peter
Woodhouse and Michael Marshall, so a fly off was needed but Michael hadn't
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brought his model to Sculthorpe. So Peter just did a token flight to win.
In third place was Chris Strachan with nine points.
I look forward to more competitors and better weather next year. It couldn't
be worse could it?
By the way scoring is taken from the best three events.
Tailless League Results
Entrant
P Woodhouse
M Marshall
C Strachan
J Kay
A Longhurst
R Mosley
C Foster
T Thorn
K Harrison
D Brawn
S Firth

Nats
Place Bonus
2
1

Oxford 1
Place
Bonus

5 th Area
Place Bonus
1
2

4

3

3

2

1

0
1

Oxford 2
Place Bonus
5
2

4
1

4

3

1

0

Odiham
Place
Bonus

1

E Anglian
Place Bonus
4
3
2

1

3

2

1

0

0

0
1

0

Pete Woodhouse Winner

Total
10
10
9
7
7
5
5
2
1
1
1

New Tailless recruit Geoff Kent

8oz Wakefield League Standings
Entrant
M Turner
M Howick
M Sanderson
P Brown
B Stout
D Taylor
R Marking
C Hawk
P Jackson
T Rushby
D Beales
R Biddlecome

Croydon
Place
Bonus
7
6
6
5
2
5

1
4

4
3

3
2

1

Place

Nats
Bonus

6
4

5
3

5

4

3
2

2
1

1

0

0

Odiham
Place
Bonus

Timperly
Place
Bonus

SAM Champs
Place
Bonus

Total
13
11
11
10
9
9
7
5
5
3
1
1

Spencer Willis
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Restoring a Monster

-

John White

Back in 2008, on looking at the remains of my 1949 10 foot canard glider, I came
to the conclusion that I either needed to scrap it altogether or restore it in time
for its sixtieth birthday the following year.

Having decided on the latter course of action, I then spent quite a bit of time on
repairs. Firstly removing the heavily black doped rag tissue from the fuselage
which, apart from a few missing or broken spacers, was still practically intact.

After replacing these, mending the odd broken longeron and rebinding some of
the side mounted tow hooks in place, it was time to start on the 2 wing halves.
These were in a rather tattier state, with various ribs and wing tip parts missing
or broken. I used intact ribs and wing tip sections as templates to cut out
replacements for the missing pieces. Broken sections of leading edge sheeting
also needed replacing and new wing joiners had to be made, this time from
aluminium sheet and plywood laminated together. I thought the original three
sixteenth ply ones were insufficiently strong for the job.

The 2 halves of the forward elevator had apparently suffered the most damage
during the model’s long lay off and especially their tip sections had to be rebuilt
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almost from scratch using an old photo as a guide. Even so, I was still able to
incorporate a number of dusty old parts into the new structures.
For this re-build I decided to use White Mikelenta tissue as covering for both
the fuselage and the flying surfaces but once again finishing the fuselage with
black glossy dope. The final job was to glue the massive wing platform back onto
the equally massive fin and fit some sort of rudder.

I reckon the whole operation was spread over about 8 months. I brought it to
both the 2009 and 2010 Eurochamps at Middle Wallop but on each occasion I
considered the wind to be too strong for trimming. I don’t remember ever having
towed it up successfully on the line back in 1949 at Fairlop. It mystifies me how I
managed to get it there on the London Underground in those days, as I then had
no model box large enough to take it. I built a special heavy duty box to put it in
when we moved to the Isle of Wight 25 years ago and it now resides in a
somewhat lighter 8 foot box which I made for my unsuccessful ten foot open
rubber fly off model some years back. I intend to bring it once again to Middle
Wallop this August and put it up for sale as I’m sure none of my offspring or
grandchildren would be interested in taking it on. Who wants to buy the ugliest
bird ever, going cheap cheap?
Maybe I should advertise it on twitter.

John H White
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Archive Action Column 9

-

Roger Newman

This month sees the closure of my local Copy Shop due to a severe downturn in
business this year. It has been successfully run for many years as a subsidiary of
an architects practice, but with the collapse of construction projects the
practice has been forced to reduce its costs – hence the closure.
So far I’ve not been able to find an economic alternative within easy travelling
distance – the nearest being a 26 mile round trip. The current one is only 9 miles,
which I’ve subsidised since we started the plans project by not charging any
travel costs, but 26 miles is too much. This means only digital files of requested
plans will be available whilst other possibilities are explored. One small plus –
over the years there have been a few defaulters who have not bothered to pay
for printed plans - I won’t have to worry about that now.
The digital files, if the original plan was listed in our DBHL library, will continue
to be supplied at no cost. However, if the plan is listed on the Co-op website but
not in our DBHL list, then the digital file can be purchased direct from the Co-op
website. Only a modest charge is made to cover web & storage costs. See details
at www.co-op-plans.com.
Last month I mentioned donations – my thanks to “Rob” who kindly sent me some
Flying Models magazines, which will be passed to our Librarian. On the plans side,
if you have any plans that are not listed, you can choose to donate them in
exchange for your “wants” on a “1 for 1” basis.
Now - a request for feedback. We have a large backlog of plans still to be
scanned. The question being debated is “how much clean-up should be applied to
digitised images?” Opinions vary from (my) pragmatic view “that if there is
enough clarity to build, then a clean-up is not necessary” to “we need to make the
scanned image as good as possible before putting it on the website”. This latter
approach – by definition requires a lot of man-hours potentially spent and as the
time is all by volunteer effort, there must be a limit. A middle compromise path
might be to have an arbitrary view of what constitutes “acceptable” once scanned
& only clean up those images that are less than “acceptable. Your views would be
welcome – as usual you can contact me via email.
Finally – a separate request for help. When listing the details of any given plan, I
try to get the data as correct as possible by consulting whatever reference
material exists in my possession, but inevitably there are omissions & errors.
Does anyone have or know the whereabouts of a full list of plans published by
Aeromodeller & Model Aircraft – inclusive of the original plan reference e.g. FSP
234 & date of publication? The recourse is to refer to printed copies of these
magazines but mine are all stacked away & not easy to drag out. Any info in
digital form would be useful.

Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2011
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models
January 23rd

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

February 13th
February 20th

Sunday
Sunday

Middle Wallop – Crookham Gala
BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

March 6th
March 20th
March 27th

Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

BMFA 3rd Area Competitions
Middle Wallop - Coupe Europa (Dec 2010)
BMFA 4th Area Competitions

Sunday/Monday
Friday
Easter Saturday
Easter Sunday
Easter Monday

Salisbury Plain – BMFA London Gala
Church Fenton – Northern Gala
Middle Wallop – Glider Day
Middle Wallop BMAS Day
Middle Wallop – Croydon Wakefield Day

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Middle Wallop – Trimming, Crookham Coupe
BMFA Free-flight Nationals
BMFA Free-flight Nationals
BMFA Free-flight Nationals

April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May

9th/10th
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
8th
28th
29th
30th

June 12th
June 19th

Sunday
Sunday

BMFA 5th Area Competitions
Odiham - BMFA Southern Area Gala

July 10th
July 23rd /24th

Sunday
Saturday/Sunday

BMFA 6th Area Competitions
BMFA East Anglian Gala -Sculthorpe

7th
27th
28th
29th

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

BMFA 7th
Middle Wallop –
Middle Wallop –
Middle Wallop –

September 3rd
September 25th

Saturday
Sunday

Salisbury Plain – BMFA Southern Gala
Middle Wallop – Trimming

October 16th
October 23rd
October 30th

Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Middle Wallop – Trimming & A.G.M.
N. Luffenham - BMFA Midland Gala

December 4th

Sunday

Middle Wallop – Coupe Europa

August
August
August
August

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
withdrawn at very short notice!

Area
SAM
SAM
SAM

Competitions
1066 Euro Champs
1066 Euro Champs
1066 Euro Champs

Access to MOD property can be

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Middle Wallop check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
www.greenairdesigns.com
GAD www.sam1066.com
SAM 1066 –
www.flighthook.net
Flitehook, John & Pauline –
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
Mike Woodhouse www.freeflightUK.org
BMFA Free Flight Technical Committee www.BMFA.org
BMFA www.southerarea.hamshire.org.uk
BMFA Southern Area SAM 35 www.sam35.org
www.martyn.pressnell.btinternet.co.uk
MSP Plans www.xlistplans.demon.co.uk
X-List Plans National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Ray Alban www.magazinesandbooks.co.uk
David Lloyd-Jones www.belairkits.com
Belair Kits www.freewebs.com/johnandrewsaeromodeller
John Andrews www.wessexaml.co.uk
Wessex Aeromodellers US SAM website www.antiquemodeler.org

Are You Getting Yours?

-

Membership Secretary

As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting
you know about the posting of the latest edition of the New
Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly
not hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email
address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us
know your new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s
changed as well).

That’s All Folks!

John Andrews

